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The origin of Australian Rules Football is clearly linked and relevant to the theme of Contested
hiSTORIES. The role of Indigenous Australians in the origin of AFL, and the suggested
connection between their ancient ball game Marngrook and AFL, is highly contested by the
theory that AFL is an amalgam of various football codes played in British public schools during
the early 1800s.

"I know that when Aborigines play Australian Football with a clear mind and total focus, we
are born to play it. I think that comes from thousands and thousands of years of history there." 1
These are the words of dual-Brownlow medallist Adam Goodes, writing for the AFL’s 150th
anniversary publication; The Australian Game of Football: Since 1858. This collection of essays,
intended as heroic celebrations of Australia’s game, rapidly revived fierce historical debates over
the role of Indigenous peoples in the origin of Australian Rules. The theory, fuelled by the
sublime abilities of Indigenous footballers, suggests the new code’s rules were directly influenced
by an ancient Indigenous ball game called Marngrook. This is fervently contested by champions
of the story of colonial sporting hero Tom Wills, who is widely accepted to have produced an
amalgam of English and Irish public school football codes in 1859 to produce ‘a game of our own’.2
The disputed origin of Australia’s game divides historians and football enthusiasts alike.
Over several afternoon drinks at Melbourne’s Parade Hotel pub in 1859, esteemed cricketer and
sportsman Tom Wills, and three similarly inclined brethren, drafted ten rules that codified what
would become a sport entwined with Australia’s cultural identity. A year earlier, Wills had
included a piece in Melbourne’s Bell’s Life in Victoria and Sporting Chronical, suggesting he establish
‘a foot-ball club, and form a committee of three or more to draw up a code of laws.’ 3 The formation of such a
club was intended to keep cricketers fit during the off-season. A month later, in August 1858,
Wills umpired the first documented match of the distinctly new Australian game between
Melbourne Grammar and Scotch College who each fielded forty players and played with a round
ball over an 800-metre stretch. The Melbourne Football Club was formed on August 7, 1858
with Wills as one of its key founders. Varieties of the emerging colonial game were played using
rules agreed pre-match, although the vast variability in form and law exclude them from being
regarded as matches of Australian Rules Football. While regarded as being a modern game, an
account of an ancient Indigenous game written by Assistant Protector of Aborigines in Victoria,
William Thomas in 1841, suggests Marngrook’s possible influence on the Australian football
code.
"The men and boys joyfully assemble when this game is to be played. One makes a ball of possum skin,
somewhat elastic, but firm and strong. The players of this game do not throw the ball as a white man
might do, but drop it and at the same time kicks it with his foot… Some of them will leap as high as
five feet from the ground to catch the ball. The person who secures the ball kicks it. This continues for
hours and the natives never seem to tire of the exercise." 4
This eyewitness account of the Indigenous football game Marngrook describes a game recorded
as being played by the Indigenous Australians throughout Western Victoria. The striking
similarities between the descriptions of Marngrook in these accounts and key features of modern
AFL lead some to contest the accepted narrative of AFL’s origin.
The story of Australian sporting larrikin Tom Wills devising AFL around various codes of football
played in English public schools to ensure the fitness of cricketers during winter has been fêted
for over 160 years. Wills lived in the Grampians region of Western Victoria as a young boy. After
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being sent to board at Rugby School in Central England during his youth, Tom Wills’ sporting
abilities saw him named as captain of Rugby’s football and cricket teams. He returned to Victoria
a man whose sporting prowess instantly captured the hearts of Melbournians. The sport suggested
by Wills, and becoming ever more popular in various uncodified forms amongst Victorians, was
originally tremendously rough; sports journalist and eventual rule-maker William Hammersley,
would write in early 1859: ‘After a severe fight in the old Richmond paddock when blood had been drawn freely,
and some smart raps exchanged, and a leg broken, it occurred to some of us that if we had rules to play under it
would be better.’ 5 Following this particularly unruly match, Hammersley, Wills, journalist James
Thompson and schoolteacher Thomas Smith penned ten rules, supposedly based on elements of
a number of football games played in British public schools during the period. Three of the four
men were fine footballers in various codes during their schooling in England, and are said to have
referred to the rules of Rugby, Harrow, Eton and Winchester while drafting the laws of AFL.
Hammersley would later reveal in a piece for Sydney Mail 1883, that ‘Tom Wills suggested the Rugby
rules but no-body understood them but himself.’ 6 This quote is used consistently by sport historians as
evidence of AFL’s influence lying in English football codes. Supporters of the Marngrook origin
story often draw on the visual similarities between the Indigenous game and Australian Rules —
predominantly the high mark; however, AFL historian Roy Hay claims ‘the football of the sport's early
decades was a low, scrimmaging rugby-style game, that would be unrecognisable to modern observers’, which
contests early records of Marngrook, in which teams aim to catch the ball after its been kicked
high into the air and players win by jumping the highest and taking the best mark. 7 The weight
and strength of early AFL players counted for more than any ability to jump or run with the ball,
and hacking an opponent’s shins and tripping other players became main causes of injury – dangers
very uncommon in Marngrook’s open and graceful structure of play. Another football historian,
Dr Greg de Moore asserts that the claims of Marngrook’s influence on AFL’s origin are not
supported by Will’s extensive writing, or by innovations he introduced into the game. ‘I've found
nothing that documented that he saw the game. He never made reference to it, and no one ever else made reference to
it.’ 8 The stark dissimilarities between the two game’s form of play, and the lack of documentation
concerning the impact of Marngrook on Australia Rule’s first ten laws lead to the widespread
acceptance of the rules of English public school football forms being major influences on the
origin of AFL.
Although the theory of AFL’s Indigenous influence has been labelled as a ‘seductive myth’ which is
‘lacking any intellectual credibility’ and ‘falsifying history’; several accounts of Indigenous football reveal
a striking similarity to modern AFL, suggesting Tom Wills did not take inspiration from English
football games, but Marngrook.9 In the theory’s obstinate denial, a crucial argument has been the
lack of historic documentation indicating that Marngrook was played in the Western District of
Victoria, where Tom Wills lived until fourteen years of age. A personal recount by Mukjarrawaint
man Johnny Connolly is a description of him playing Marngrook in the Grampians region in
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Western Victoria. Horatio Wills, an influential pastoralist in the Port Phillip District and Tom
Wills’ father, hired Indigenous people as station hands and harvesters on his ‘Lexington’ and ‘La
Rose Mokepilli’ properties, where Tom Wills spent the vast majority of his childhood. Most
extraordinarily, Horatio Wills recognised Indigenous people as ‘the original possessors’ of his land, and
acknowledged their need to be in their own territory – which he considered, nevertheless, to now
be his. Horatio Wills noted his land had been ‘for some considerable time back an area of general rendezvous’
for the local Mukjarrawaint people – a place where games and other entertainments, including
Marngrook, were traditionally held. 10 As the only young white settler in the region, Tom Wills
befriended many of the local Mukjarrawaint children and spoke the language of his peers. In the
Mukjarrawaint dialect, the term for catch is 'mumarkee' and, when abbreviated, is comparable to
the English word 'mark'. Tom Wills included the word ‘mark’ in the initial drafting of the rules in
1859 to imply a different definition to any prior usage. The applicable rule specified: ‘6. Any player
catching the ball directly from boot may call "mark". He then has a free kick; no player from the opposite side being
allowed to come into the spot marked.’ 11 Evidently, the word 'mark' is intended to signify a catch, such
as in Marngrook. His deep cultural involvement with the Mukjarrawait people heightens the
possibility of him playing or witnessing their game during childhood and then implementing
aspects into Australian Rules. In marketing AFL as 'a game of our own', Tom Wills and his
collaborators appealed to colonial pride and patriotism, reinforcing this by vigorously depreciating
Rugby. 12 The initiation of such public scorn, which resulted in many disdainful letters and articles
being published about the English game, is unusual coming from Wills, who seemingly advocated
the rules of Rugby as a basis for AFL. It is possible that Tom Wills introduced the essential laws
of Marngrook under the guise of them being Rugby rules as Aboriginal culture at this time was
nearly universally degraded as primitive or uncivilised. The demands for documentation and
evidence to support the claim of Marngrook’s influence on AFL’s origins preclude the fact that
Indigenous cultural memory is inhered in oral tradition, in song, in dance, in stories and in art.
Why would the Indigenous people document their game and involvement in the creation of AFL
in a European format? In the same way, the intense prejudice toward Indigenous Australians at
the time of Australian Rule’s codification would perhaps have persuaded the founding men of the
game against publicising any Indigenous influence on the game. The close involvement of the Wills
family with the Mukjarrawaint people and the game they played gives vital reputability to the
Marngrook theory.
The role of Indigenous people in the origin of AFL is highly contestable due to contradictory
evidence concerning the Rugby and Marngrook origin theories. Considered fact for over 160 years,
historians and football enthusiasts would hail the account of sporting larrikin Tom Wills drafting
the first ten rules of AFL using the rules of Rugby, Harrow, Eton and Winchester as a guide. Over
time, the Marngrook theory has gained greater credibility and support, with new evidence being
discovered in a personal Indigenous recollection – placing Marngrook in the Grampians Region
of Tom Wills’ childhood. Despite compelling similarities between the Marngrook and AFL ‘mark’,
the influence of Marngrook on the first ten rules of Australian Rules Football remains ardently
debated.
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